This kit can only be used with the 667FSK trim.

**MINIMUM FRAME OPENING SIZE**

**CORNER FRAMING**

**BACK VIEW - ZERO CLEARANCE KIT**

**DETAIL - TOP OF FRAMED OPENING**

Notes:
1. Model 700ZCK required when installing Model 736 Legend into combustible type framing.
2. Fireplace and Zero Clearance Kit install at framing stage before wall finish.
3. Optional Model 710CFK Circulating Fan Kit with 6’ power cord available.

Miles Industries Ltd.
829 West 3rd Street, North Vancouver, B.C., Canada, V7P 3K7
Ph. (604) 984-3496
Fax. (604) 984-0246
ROUGH-IN & CLEARANCES
MODEL 700 ZCK
ZERO CLEARANCE KIT

FOR USE WITH VALOR MODEL 736CN

NOTE: DIMENSION IS FROM FINISHED HEARTH
-- FAN WIRING ACCESS

MINIMUM FRAME OPENING SIZE

49 1/2" MIN.
70" MIN.
35" MIN.

CORNER FRAMING

NOTES:
- MODEL 700 ZCK ZERO CLEARANCE KIT REQUIRED WHEN INSTALLING HEATER MODEL 736 INTO COMBUSTIBLE TYPE FRAMING.
- HEATER & ZERO CLEARANCE KIT INSTALL AT FRAMING STAGE BEFORE WALLS ARE FINISHED.

HEADER
FINISHED WALL
STAND-OFFS
NOTE: FRONT OF Z.C.K. MUST BE INSTALLED FLUSH WITH FINISHED WALL SURFACE
INNER FASCIA
OUTER SURROUND

DETAIL-TOP OF FRAMED OPENING

GAS LINE ACCESS PANELS

ZER0 CLEARANCE KIT

BACK VIEW- ZERO CLEARANCE KIT

FRONT FASCIA DIMENSIONS
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